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EP report on farmland concentration

Difficulties of farmers to get access 
to farmland. Three main Objectives:

- To improve data on land markets

- To adjust the Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP) to avoid farmland 
concentration

- To get guidance from the Commission 
on how to regulate farmland markets in 
line with EU law.



Call on the Commission for 
guidance

"Under EU law, Member States can 
take measures against land 
concentration and speculation in 
order to support rural communities 
and protect farmland." 

Need to protect land 
markets against 
concentration and 
speculation

"… to publish a clear 
… set of criteria … 
that make it clear to 
the Member States 
which land market 
regulations are 
permitted …"

Plenum 
26 April 
2017



Roadmap from 12 June 2017

https://ec.europa.
eu/info/law/better-
regulation/initiativ
es/ares-2017-
2928160_en

Interpretative 
Communication on 
Foreign Investment 
in Farmland and
European Union law





Context and Problem to tackle

• New laws to 
address undesired 
developments on 
agricultural land 
markets

• Challenged by the 
Commission  



What to achieve and how

• - set out the benefits and challenges of foreign 
investment in farmland

• - outline the applicable EU law

• - draw some conclusions from the jurisprudence 
of the ECJ on how to achieve public interests in 
conformity with EU law

• - informing the debate on foreign investment in 
farmland
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Rising land prices



Sharp increase of
land prices could be
driven by excessive
land speculation



Recent land laws

• to curb land speculation
and concentration

• to keep farmland in 
agriculture use



Farmland and EU law

CAP and Single Market – two sides of the same coin
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Acquisition of farmland and EU law

- Free movement of capital applies
(Article 63 TFEU)

• Freedom of investment
• No restrictions (except in the public

interest)
• No discrimination against foreigners



Public interests that may justify 
restrictions:

• to prevent land speculation

• to preserve traditional forms 
of farming

• to encourage a reasonable use of the land

Restrictions must not be disproportionate and not
discriminatory
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Under scrutiny:
Qualification requirement

• Only qualified farmers 
may acquire land



Under scrutiny:
Restrictions for legal persons

• Only companies which
are engaged in 
agriculture can buy
farmland



Under scrutiny:
Self-farming obligation

• Only those can buy 
land who work it 
themselves



Under scrutiny:
Residence requirements

• The acquirer has to 
reside in the country or 
in the municipality



Language requirement?

• Which level?
Labas!

Iki

pasimatymo!



Under scrutiny:
Ban on selling to legal persons

• Only natural 
persons can buy 
land



Less restrictive and not 
discriminatory approaches

• - prior authorisation of sales

• - price regulations to
avoid excessive 
speculation (C-39/14)

• - priority for farmers

• - speculation tax



Conclusions

• Need to regulate land markets

• Foreign investments enjoy
freedom of investment and 
must not be restricted in a
disproportionate manner

• The Internal Market allows restrictions 
necessary to protect valid public interests



Thank you

Thomas.wiedmann@ec.europa.eu


